
Professor Mikhail Adol'fovich Miller, Leading Researcher
from the Institute of Applied Physics of the RussianAcademy
of Sciences (RAS), Dr. Sci. (Phys.-Math.), passed away on
September 18, 2004 at 80 years of age. He was a wonderful
person, a well-known scientist, one of brilliant representatives
of the Nizhni|̄ Novgorod school of radiophysics; this school
owed so much to him and to his creativity for the success and
high standing it enjoys in the world scientific community.

Miller was born on May 3, 1924 in Nizhni|̄ Novgorod
(renamed Gorky, from 1932 to 1991). After graduating from
secondary school he entered the Gorky Polytechnical Insti-
tute (now renamed Nizhni|̄ Novgorod State Technical
University). In 1942, Miller was conscripted to the army but
in 1943 had to be demobilized owing to poor health, and
continued his studies at the Polytechnical Institute. In 1945,
he joined the newly organized Radiophysics Department in
Gorky State University (the first department with this name
in this country and abroad; the name reflected the advent of a
new science Ð radiophysics). His scientific adviser, and soon
closest friend for life, was M L Levin, the highly talented
physicist, a disciple of Academician M A Leontovich. Levin
worked in the electrodynamics of antennas and transmission
lines, and for several years this determined the span ofMiller's
research interests. Having graduated from university in
1949 he worked for two years as engineer in the radio
industry in the city of Gorky, and in 1950 became a
postgraduate at Gorky State University with Professor
M T Grekhova as his adviser; at the same time, he worked
as a researcher at the Gorky Physicotechnical Research
Institute where he rose to Laboratory Head in 1953. During
this period he carried out a series of studies that developed the
ideas of impedance description of microwave-range electro-
dynamic systems, including his pioneering research into the
theory of surface waves in slow-wave structures and impe-
dance antennas with frequency-driven beam sweeping. This
work had considerable importance for a number of fields of
physics and immediately placed the author at the forefront of
the theory of radiation and diffraction of radio waves among
his colleagues in the USSR and abroad.

In 1956, Miller became head of the electrodynamics
department at the newly established Gorky Research Insti-
tute of Radiophysics (NIRFI). Here he led research into the
rapidly expanding field of radiation ± plasma interaction. It
was here that the concept of the averaged pondermotive force
was born, often referred to in Russian and world scientific
literature as the Miller force. This force, acting on charged
particles in nonuniform high-frequency fields and playing a
key role in modern projects concerning thermonuclear fusion
reactors, laser-plasma charged particle accelerators, and
generators of radiation in various wavelength ranges (from
radio to optical), was first specified in a joint paper of

A V Gaponov-Grekhov and M A Miller (Sov. Phys. JETP
1958); a number of general theoretical and applications-
oriented aspects of this force were then analyzed in detail in
a series of papers by Miller.

By themid-1960s, a large radiophysics and plasma physics
research school grew around Miller. This team made
important contributions to the creation and development of
several fundamental trends in modern linear and nonlinear
plasma electrodynamics. Among these fields we can especially
point to the theory of self-focusing of wave beams and wave
packets in plasma and in other media with various mechan-
isms of nonlinearity, to the study concerning resonance
absorption and density jumps formed in smoothly inhomo-
geneous plasmas in response to strong electromagnetic fields,
to studies of plasma turbulence, electrodynamics of freely
localized microwave and optical gas discharges, and to
progress in the theory of diffraction and wave generation in
plasmas. The research in these fields was continued at the
Institute of Applied Physics, RAS where Miller headed the
Department of Plasma Physics from the moment the Institute
was created in 1977 till 1988, and then worked until the last
day of his life at this department as Leading Researcher. In
1987, Miller and his pupils were awarded the USSR State
Prize for research in nonlinear wave processes in plasmas.
Miller's achievements were officially recognized in other ways
as well: with the degree of Honored Scientist of the Russian
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Federation, Distinguished Soros Professor, and Honored
Professor of Nizhni|̄ Novgorod State University.

We need to mention specially the teaching and scientific-
educational sides of Miller's activities. After graduating from
university, his work was inseparable from the Radiophysics
Department of Nizni|̄ Novgorod State University, of which
he was an alumnus. Being the head of large departments at
research institutes, he at the same time got a Chair of
Electrodynamics at the Radiophysics Department, while
holding professorship in the same chair. General courses of
classical and applied electrodynamics that he created and
delivered to students during the 1950s and 1960s at the
Radiophysics Department were an important factor that
determined the formation of the `electrodynamics' culture of
the scientific schools in Nizhni|̄ Novgorod. His lectures were
attended not only by students and postgraduates but also by
lecturers of radiophysics department and other natural-
sciences departments of the university, as well as by
instructors of other educational institutions. Miller's lectures
invariably offered rich, clear, and lucid scientific content that
dazzled young minds with the beauty of the scientific land-
scape opened to them, with rich metaphors and unexpected
comparisons, and let them feel that inner freedom is possible
even when they were externally not free. The Collection of
Problems in Electrodynamics (Moscow: Nauka 2001), written
and published with his participation, was recommended as a
textbook for Russian universities and was rewarded with the
Nizhni|̄ Novgorod Prize in Education. An excellent example
of interaction between an outstanding scientist and young
researchers was Miller's work at the Trainee School of the
RAS Institute of Applied Physics that he headed from 1978 to
1992.

Miller devoted much time and effort to activities in the
field of scientific translation and encyclopedias. He was an
editor and co-author in translations into Russian of the well-
known textbook Static and Dynamic Electricity byW Smythe
and the famous Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism of
James Clerk Maxwell. He wrote or edited several dozen
papers in the Physics Encyclopedic Dictionary and Physics
Encyclopedia. In the last years of his life,Miller was engrossed
in the history of science, and especially that branch of it in
which he himself was a participant and creator. He considered
this subject an important component of the training program
for new generations of research workers. He published a
number of articles and essays in which he shared his thoughts
on scientific creativity and offered his personal memories
appealing to those with interest in the history of science. A
special place in this series is occupied by the book of which he
was editor-in-chief, devoted to the memory of his teacher and
friend: Mikhail L'vovich Levin: Life, Reminiscences, Creativ-
ity (Nizhni|̄Novgorod: IPF RAN, 1998). The book has gone
through two reprints already. By his 80th birthday, Miller
contemplated collecting in one volume his papers on the
history of scientific discoveries and the relationship between
the intuitive and the rational in scientific creativity, as well as
his speeches and articles connected with jubilees of out-
standing scientists, his friends, and research institutions, and
also his literary spoofs and comical verses dedicated to
various people, various occasions, and sometimes without
any special cause. He put the last period in this book on the
eve of his death, having left the completed book ready for
publication as a sort of will to his pupils and colleagues.

Mikhail Adol'fovich Miller was a very tactful and
benevolent man in whom these qualities were remarkably

combined with high standards in relations with the people
surrounding him, especially when it concerned the ethics of
relationships inside and outside science, but the strictest
norms he applied to himself. Everyone who had a chance of
working with MA (this was his nickname among his close
friends) was familiar with the basic traits of his personality as
scientist and teacher: broad and diverse interests, freedom
and clarity of physical reasoning, vivid and witty manner of
writing and speaking, all this combined with the ability to
inspire enthusiasm in young researchers by focusing their
attention on key elements of the phenomena to be studied.
Miller was the attraction center at every colloquium and every
conference in which he took part; an enormous number of
people turned to him with their scientific, not-quite-scientific,
and simply everyday problems. Among his immediate
students there are seven with Dr.Sci. degrees (one of them is
at the moment a Full Member of the RAS, another a
Corresponding Member of the RAS) and more than twenty
received Cand. Sci. degrees, while some are winners of the
Lenin and State Prizes, are foremost experts in radiophysics,
and work successfully in leading research centers in Russia
and abroad. The number of scientists who regard themselves
as disciples of Miller is very much larger; many well-known
scientists count themselves among his pupils, some of them
being creators of their own science schools and new fields of
physics.

Mikhail Adol'fovich Miller will always live in the hearts
and in the memory of those who had the good luck and
fortune to keep his company.
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